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Bulk samples, layers, quantum well, and quantum dot structures of
II–Mn–VI samples all show coexistence of slow and fast components of Mn2+
photoluminescence decay. Thus, fast photoluminescence decay cannot be related to low dimensionality of a host material. This also means that the
model of the so-called quantum confined atom is incorrect. Based on the
results of time-resolved photoluminescence and optically detected magnetic
resonance investigations we relate the observed lifetime decrease in Mn2+
intra-shell transition to spin dependent magnetic interactions between localized spins of Mn2+ ions and between Mn2+ ions and spins/magnetic moments
of free carriers. The latter mechanism is enhanced in nanostructures.
PACS numbers: 71.55.Gs, 76.30.Fc, 76.70.Hb, 78.55.Et

1. Introduction
4

T1 -to- 6A1 transition of Mn2+ ions in wide band gap II–VI semiconductors
is parity and spin forbidden process. In the consequence, very long (in the range
of µs–ms) photoluminescence (PL) decay times were observed [1, 2]. Surprisingly,
(65)
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Bhargava and co-workers reported a dramatic shortening of PL lifetime of Mn2+
intra-shell transition for ZnMnS nanoparticles [3, 4]. Significant shortening of the
PL decay time (by six orders in magnitude) was observed together with a high
quantum efficiency of PL (of approximately 20%), i.e., shortening of PL lifetime
could not be related to competition of some nonradiative processes. The effect
was related to a quantum confinement on Mn2+ ions (model of quantum confined
atom) in nanostructures of wide band gap II–Mn–VI compounds [3, 4]. In this
model, quantum confinement enhances sp−d hybridization and thus relaxes parity
and spin selection rules for Mn intra-shell transition [3, 4]. Similar enhancement
of recombination rate was claimed to be present in the case of nanostructures
activated with rare-earth (RE) ions [5].
Dramatic shortening of lifetime of 4T1 -to- 6A1 intra-shell transition was unexpected and difficult, or saying more precisely, impossible to explain if one relies
on a standard crystal-field model. In fact, all our attempts, which were based on
a calculation scheme proposed by Boulanger et al. [6, 7], indicated that spin–spin
interactions (cross-relaxation) between adjacent Mn ions, or Mn ions and free carriers can result in PL lifetime shortening by at most three orders in magnitude [8],
but not by six orders, as reported by Bhargava and co-workers [3, 4]. The spin–
orbit interaction, magnetic dipole and exchange interactions or the one with the
radiative field are not strong enough to relax sufficiently spin and parity selection
rules for 4T1 -to- 6A1 intra-shell transition of Mn2+ ions. This conclusion was made
by Kuo Yan et al., too [9].
Not surprisingly Bol and Meijerink claimed that the shortening of the PL lifetime is an experimental artifact [10]. Bol and Meijerink [10], and also the present
authors [11], have shown that PL of Mn2+ in nanostructures shows “normal” ms
range PL decay, observed together with a fast component of the PL decay, in
contrast to the predictions of the quantum confinement model. Bol and Meijerink
related ultrafast component of the PL decay to another PL, which overlaps with
Mn2+ intra-shell PL [10]. Thus, in their model fast PL decay is not an internal
feature of Mn2+ PL. We argue with such interpretation and relate the fast component of the PL decay to Mn2+ intra-shell transition. The relevant mechanisms
responsible for fast PL decay are discussed in this work.
Kuo Yan et al. [9] proposed another explanation of ultrafast PL decay.
They assumed formation of coupled stationary states of Mn-host with S = 5/2
for Mn2+ ions and s = 1/2 for free electrons. In the consequence, the total spin
of a coupled state is either S = 2 or S = 3 state, depending on a relative spin
orientation of two coupled states. In their model strong exchange interaction
between d electrons and a coupled host electron relaxes spin selection rules for
4
T1 -to- 6A1 intra-shell transition, by flipping spin of a coupled single-electron state.
These authors indicated that their model is clearly low-dimensionality related,
since the mentioned coupled states are formed due to a strong overlap of electron
and Mn wave function, expected in nanoparticles.
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The above model can explain why spin selection rules are relaxed for Mn
intra-shell transition. It remains, however, an open question if the mechanism
proposed is sufficiently efficient to account for the results of Bhargava et al. The
recent estimations performed by Huong and Birman [12] indicate that the above-mentioned mechanism can shorten PL lifetime by at most three orders in magnitude, and not by six. Moreover, as we will show further on, shortening of the PL
lifetime is not a unique feature of low-dimensional systems. Another weak point
of the model of Kuo Yan et al. is that electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra of
Mn doped nanoparticles are fairly similar to those of Mn doped bulk samples, as
discussed below and based on our ESR results. Thus, we do not agree with the
statement of Kuo Yan et al. [9] that ESR of nanoparticles supports their model.
To clarify all the above-mentioned models we performed PL, PL kinetics,
ESR, and optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) investigations on several
nanostructures, quantum dot (QD), quantum well (QW), and bulk samples of
II–Mn–VI compounds. First, we shall demonstrate that the fast component of
the PL decay is not low-dimensionality related. We then estimate efficiency of
spin-flip interactions between Mn ions and between Mn ions and spins (magnetic
moments) of free carriers. Both these interactions can partly relax spin selection
rules for Mn intra-shell transitions, i.e., can increase PL recombination rate, as
is demonstrated experimentally. Next, the origin of ultrafast component of the
PL decay is elucidated, based on the PL kinetics investigations of CdMnTe QD
sample.
2. Experimental
The experiments were performed for a range of II–Mn–VI materials of
a different dimensionality and with different Mn fractions: the nanostructures
of ZnMnS and CdMnS synthesized in the mesoporous MCM-41 SiO2 matrices
[13] with grains of 5–40 nm size as estimated in electron microscopy; ZnMnS,
ZnMnO, ZnMnSe, and CdMnTe bulk samples; self-organized CdMnTe
QDs grown by molecular beam epitaxy on ZnTe, and QW structures of
CdMnTe/CdMgTe. Stationary PL, time-resolved PL, ESR, and ODMR setups
used in the present study are described elsewhere [8, 11, 14, 15].
3. Results and discussion
As already mentioned, Bol and Meijerink [10] related fast component of the
PL decay in nanostructures of ZnMnS to an underlying PL of a different origin.
We tested several II–Mn–VI systems of a different dimensionality to check such
possibility. Based on these investigations we claim that the fast component of
PL decay is related to Mn2+ intra-shell transition. Thus the following discussion
concentrates on search of relevant mechanism(s) responsible for lifetime shortening.
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First of all we checked whether Mn2+ ions are present in our ZnMnS and
CdMnS nanostructures, by performing ESR experiments. Strong magnetic resonance of Mn2+ was observed showing well-resolved six-line hyperfine (HF) structure. This structure is typically not resolved for increased Mn fractions (above
0.5%) in bulk samples [16]. For nanostructures, however, the HF structure was
resolved even for nanopowders with 30% Mn fraction. For ZnMnS nanopowders
two overlapping ESR signals were observed — the first shows a characteristic 6-line
HF structure, the second consists of a broad and featureless line with the same
g-factor. We relate the former signal to isolated Mn2+ ions, most likely located
close to surface of nanopowders. The latter signal most likely comes from “body”
of nanopowders. There, due to increased number of Mn neighbors, the HF structure is broadened by spin–spin interactions between adjacent Mn ions, and thus is
not resolved.
Microwave power and temperature dependences of the signals were studied. Only in the case of bulk ZnMnSe sample with a relatively low Mn fraction
(about 0.5%) the ESR signal saturated quickly with an increase in microwave
power. In most of other cases, in particular for nanopowders studied by us,
ESR signal increased with increase in microwave power, indicating a significant
shortening of spin relaxation time. We directly confirmed this observation using time-resolved ODMR, observing fast spin relaxation times, in particular upon
photoexcitation [14, 15].
Next we studied optical properties of II–Mn–VI samples. Below we concentrate on discussion of optical properties of ZnMnS samples. Results obtained for
other samples are only used if necessary to demonstrate relevant interactions.
Figure 1 shows the PL spectrum related to 4T1 -to- 6A1 transition of Mn2+ in
ZnMnS. The PL spectra observed for bulk ZnMnS and for ZnMnS nanoparticles,
both with 1% Mn fraction, are identical. In both cases the PL intensity is enhanced
under a direct excitation into one of excited intra-shell states of Mn2+ ion (e.g.
for 514 nm excitation). This enhancement is more pronounced in nanoparticles.
514 nm excitation induces also a low energy wing of the PL of nanoparticles (not
shown in Fig. 1). An origin of this low energy PL wing, extending down to 1.6 eV,
remains unknown. It can be due to some underlying PL of a different origin, or
due to PL emission of Mn ions in a different environment. The latter can be
due to different spectral responses of isolated Mn2+ ions and Mn2+ associates,
complexes, etc.
We then checked if fast components of the PL decay are features of low-dimensionality of a given II–Mn–VI sample. PL decay kinetics was measured by
setting detection at the PL maximum and using two excitation conditions, i.e.,
the above band gap (266 nm) and the intra-shell (514 nm) excitation. The relevant data are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For nanoparticles PL decay (see Fig. 2)
shows a very pronounced (see time scale) fast component of the decay, which is
observed together with a “normal” slow decay component in the ms range (not
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Fig. 1. Low temperature photoluminescence spectra of (left part) bulk ZnMnS and
(right part) ZnMnS nanostructures (both with 1% of Mn), measured at two excitation
conditions, at the above band gap excitation (266 nm) and at intra-shell excitation
(514 nm).

Fig. 2. Comparison of PL kinetics of Mn2+ intra-shell emission in nanostructures of
ZnMnS and in bulk ZnMnS (Mn fraction of 1%) measured at the above band gap
excitation (266 nm).

shown in Fig. 2). The component with decay time of 50 microseconds dominates.
Fast component of the PL decay is also observed for bulk ZnMnS (1% of Mn)
sample (Fig. 3). The contribution of this component in the PL decay is enhanced
at the above band gap excitation, as shown in Fig. 3. We obtained similar results
for all II–Mn–VI materials studied. In all cases (for samples of different dimensionality) fast and slow components of the PL decay coexist. We thus conclude
that the fast component of the PL decay cannot be a unique feature related to
low-dimensionality of the system.
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Fig. 3. PL kinetics of Mn2+ intra-shell emission in bulk ZnMnS (Mn fraction of 1%)
measured at two excitation conditions, at the above band gap excitation (266 nm, left
part) and at intra-shell excitation (514 nm, right part).

Fig. 4. Time-resolved PL of Mn2+ intra-shell emission in bulk ZnMnS (Mn fraction
of 1%) measured at the above band gap excitation (266 nm) and at two time intervals
(window width) after photoexcitation.

To evaluate contribution of sub-microsecond component of the PL decay
we employed time-resolved PL. Time integrated PL spectra were measured by
varying window size followed by the above band gap excitation. In the experiment
we measured a number of excited Mn2+ ions emitting light in a set time window,
following photoexcitation. In Fig. 4 we show results of such investigations for
bulk ZnMnS sample (1% of Mn). Figure 4 compares (logarithmic scale is used)
PL spectra measured in such way for 1 microsecond and 5 millisecond widths of
time windows. Sub-microseconds component in the PL decay is present, but is
not efficient. For bulk ZnMnS sample only small percentage of the Mn ions decays
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during the first microsecond after the excitation. Similar investigations, and also
data shown in Fig. 2, show that for nanoparticles the process(es) responsible for
the fast component of the PL decay is (are) more efficient. Fast component of the
PL decay is enhanced in samples of low-dimensionality.
We applied ODMR to identify mechanism(s) responsible for shortening of
decay time of Mn2+ PL [11, 14, 15, 17]. In this study Mn2+ magnetic resonance was
detected optically. Mn2+ resonance with a well-resolved HF structure (6 lines) was
observed for ZnMnSe with Mn fraction about 0.5%, allowing us an unambiguous
identification of the magnetic resonance signal. In the case of bulk ZnMnS (1% of
Mn) only wide resonance was detected, identical to the one observed in the ESR
study.
We measured spectral response (the so-called ODMR-PL spectrum) of the
resonance to identify the relevant recombination mechanisms. We found that
Mn2+ resonance is detected via an increase in intensity of Mn2+ PL. This observation means that flipping of a spin of Mn2+ in the 6A1 ground state (induced
in magnetic resonance) shortens PL decay time of a nearby excited Mn2+ ion in
the 4T1 state. Spin cross-relaxation interactions between Mn ions must thus be
relatively efficient and must affect PL recombination rate.
The conclusion about the efficiency of such interactions is supported by the
ESR investigations discussed above. In ESR we observed shortening of spin relaxation times in samples with increased Mn fractions. For such samples saturation
of the Mn2+ ESR signal was not observed even at large microwave powers. Such
saturation is commonly observed for samples lightly doped with Mn. The effect is
more pronounced in nanopowders.
Even though Mn–Mn spin flip interactions (cross-relaxation) can reduce PL
decay time, ODMR investigations as well as theoretical estimations [12] indicate
that these interactions cannot account for the ultrafast component of the PL decay
observed by Bhargava and co-workers. In ODMR-PL we observed that Mn–Mn
cross-relaxation increases PL decay rate by a few percent only, which explains why
in all cases studied by us a slow component of the PL decay (in ms time scale) is
co-present and, moreover, often dominates the PL decay spectra.
Stationary PL, PL kinetics, and ODMR investigations indicate that different
spin-flip interactions can be more efficient and can significantly contribute to the
observed shortening of the PL decay time. For example, ODMR investigations
of CdMnTe QW system indicate that spin relaxation rate depends on excitation
intensity if free carriers are photoexcited [11, 14, 15], suggesting that the spin-flip
interactions with free carriers can significantly affect rate of Mn2+ PL. Also, comparison of the PL kinetics of the Mn2+ PL measured at two excitation conditions
(Figs. 2 and 3) suggests similar effect. Fast component of the Mn2+ PL decay is
enhanced at the above band gap excitation. Co-excitation of free carriers results
in shortening of the PL decay time.
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Fig. 5. PL shift of the excitonic emission from 8 nm wide CdMnTe (1% of Mn) quantum
well in CdMnTe/CdMgTe (20% of Mg) structure measured at magnetic field set at Mn2+
magnetic resonance conditions (right) and recovery time of sample magnetization after
turning off microwave power (left).

Following this idea, we directly evaluated influence of photoexcitation density
on spin relaxation times, applying time-resolved ODMR study (Fig. 5). To explain
the latter experiment we need a short introduction to the properties of II–Mn–VI
systems. An external magnetic field aligns spins of magnetic impurities, inducing
magnetization in the sample [16]. The Zeeman splitting observed for excitonic
transitions is then proportional to the sample magnetization, and is exceptionally
large.
Sample magnetization (and thus Zeeman splitting) can be reduced at Mn2+
magnetic resonance in the ODMR study. The effect is large in the case of slow
spin relaxation rates, and is small, if spin relaxation is fast. The magnitude of the
effect can be studied by observing shift in a spectral position of a relevant excitonic
emission (see Fig. 5). If magnetization is reduced, the Zeeman splitting is also
reduced. The PL shifts up in energy in this case, as seen in Fig. 5 (right part).
We found that the magnitude of this shift depends on excitation conditions. By
increasing photoexcitation density we could significantly decrease PL shift, which
we relate to a significant increase in spin relaxation rate of Mn2+ ions.
We used this fact to determine spin relaxation times in our system, by performing time-resolved ODMR investigations. We measured “recovery time” of
the sample magnetization after turning off microwave power at Mn2+ magnetic
resonance (Fig. 5, left part). We first set the magnetic field at Mn2+ magnetic
resonance (at about 2.2 T for our 60 GHz ODMR system) and then measured
the time needed for the PL to shift up (microwaves on) and down (microwaves
off) in energy. In these experiments we used CdMnTe/CdMgTe single QW sample
for which sharp, well-resolved excitonic emission was observed, allowing precise
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Fig. 6. Comparison of PL kinetics of Mn2+ intra-shell emission and of QD excitonic
emissions in self-organized CdMnTe quantum dots.

measurements of a spectral shift of the PL line. The so-estimated spin relaxation
time is about 37 µs at low excitation density and shortens to 27 µs at increased
excitation density.
All performed by us investigations indicate that spin-flip interactions between the localized spins of Mn ions and spins/magnetic moments of free carriers
are efficient, especially for interactions with the free holes [17]. Theoretical evaluation suggests, however, that such process is not efficient enough to account for
observation of Bhargava et al. [12].
Even though the estimated shortening of spin relaxation times is inadequate,
the possible explanation of the ultrafast component of the PL decay relates to this
interaction. This claim is based on the results of PL kinetics measurements performed for CdMnTe QD system [11, 15]. Comparing rise kinetics of the excitonic
PL and decay kinetics of Mn2+ intra-shell PL we noticed (see Fig. 6) that the
shortest component of the Mn2+ PL decay reflects lifetime of free carriers in a
given sample. The ultrafast component of the PL decay is thus a measure of
trapping time of free carriers into excitons, trapping by deep centers, etc. Once
free carriers are trapped, rate of PL decay is reduced, explaining observed drop
of PL intensity. This observation confirms our conclusion on efficient spin-flip
interactions between Mn ions and free carriers.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the fast component of the Mn2+
PL decay is present both in low-dimensional structures and in bulk samples. This
effect is thus not related to quantum confinement of Mn2+ ions, but is only enhanced in low-dimensional structures. We further demonstrate that the spin-flip
interactions between localized spins of Mn2+ ions and between Mn2+ ions and spins
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of free carriers can efficiently relax selection rules for Mn2+ intra-shell transition.
We also expect that similar mechanism is active in RE doped nanostructures, explaining origin of the PL decay shortening. Both effects can reduce PL decay time
by one-to-three orders in magnitude, but not to six orders. The ultrafast component of the PL decay relates in our opinion to a lifetime of free carriers in a given
system.
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